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The characterization of failures is a crucial part of a prognostics and health management (PHM) program. 
Field failures of products often result from multiple failure mechanisms acting simultaneously. To better 
characterize them, it is necessary to understand both the failure mechanisms and the interactions among 
them. To achieve this aim, a framework for failure behavior modeling is presented in this paper. The 
framework builds the model from two aspects: modeling of individual failure mechanisms and of the 
interactions among them. For ease of the framework’s application, the approaches for mechanism 
modeling and interaction modeling are discussed in details. Some commonly encountered failure 
mechanism models and frequently used interactive relationships are also presented with illustrative 
examples. 

1. Introduction 
The success of a Prognostics and Health Management (PHM) program relies heavily on detailed 
knowledge of failure processes. In order to gain such knowledge, numerous efforts have been devoted to 
the study of failure mechanisms, which are referred to as the physical or chemical processes leading to 
failures (Pecht and Dasgupta, 1995). Commonly encountered mechanisms have been thoroughly 
investigated so that effective mechanism models could be developed. In the 1990s, IEEE published a 
series of tutorials on Physics-of-Failures (PoF) (Dasgupta and Pecht, 1991; Diaz and Kang et al., 1995)
and presented lots of failure mechanisms in a variety of areas. Since then, research and application of PoF 
have been greatly stimulated. Pecht and Dasgupta, (1995) introduced a general PoF methodology for 
electronics products which makes use of failure mechanism models to incorporate reliability into design 
processes. Other applications of failure mechanism models include reliability prediction (Goel and Graves, 
2006), design of accelerated tests (Upadhyayula and Dasgupta, 1998), life predictions, etc. 
The study of failure mechanisms is generally guided by the philosophy of Reductionism. Researchers first 
isolate the failure mechanism under investigation and then model the driven physical processes through 
either experiments or theoretical deductions. These methodologies have achieved great success in both 
academia and industries. However, field failures of actual products often result from the joint effects of 
multiple failure mechanisms. Thus, the interactions among potential mechanisms are important as well as 
individual mechanisms themselves. Being the focus of PoF researches, the failure mechanisms have 
received intensive research efforts and are relatively well understood. On the other hand, researches 
about interactions of mechanisms are limited. Most situations where multiple failure mechanisms exist are 
modelled as if the mechanisms do not interact with each other so that the weakest link model is applied 
(Pecht and Dasgupta, 1995). To cope with this problem, we will present a framework for failure behavior
modeling with a focus on the interactions among multiple mechanisms. 
The rest of the paper will be organized as follows. In section 2, the framework for failure behavior modeling 
is presented. The approaches for the modeling of mechanisms and interactions are discussed in detail in 
section 3 and 4, respectively. Some illustrative examples are also presented in these sections with respect 
to commonly encountered failure mechanisms and interactive relations. Finally, a short conclusion of this 
paper is drawn in section 5.  
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Experiments are designed according to the built models and the result of the experiments will both validate 
and calibrate the model. As to our example on electromigration, lots of experimental studies have 
confirmed the model in Eq (3) (McPherson, 2010). 

4. Interactions between failure mechanisms 
In the study of failure mechanism, mechanisms are isolated and investigated individually. However, actual
products are subjected to multiple failure mechanisms and the interactions among the mechanisms play a 
crucial role in the formation of failures. Thus, in order to better characterize failures, the interactions should 
also be accounted for.

4.1 Mechanism independence 
Two or more mechanisms are independent when the presence of one mechanism has little or no influence 
on the others. If the mechanisms are independent, the interactions among them can be modeled by the 
weakest link model. In this model, failures are triggered by the mechanism whose predicted time to failure 
is the shortest, as shown in Eq (4). 

1minni nTF TF�� (4)

An example of the interactions of independent failure mechanisms is the failure of composite plies 
(Whiteside and Pinho et al., 2012). There are three failure mechanisms for the composite ply and each of 
them results in a specific failure mode. The mechanisms include fiber tensile ( ftf ), matrix failure ( matf )

and fiber kinking/splitting ( /kink splitf ) and models describing them are presented in Eq (5) to (7).

1. Fiber tensile 
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where 1�  is the main stress and L�
�  is the tensile strength in the longitudinal direction parallel to the fibers. 

2. Matrix failure 
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where 0 0 0
23 12, , n
� � �� � �  is the components of stresses in the specific directions, , ,T L T� � � �  are the 

corresponding strengths and ,L T� �  are coefficient of frictions in the specific directions. 

3. Fiber kinking/splitting 
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The meaning of each parameter is consistent with those in equation (5) and (7). In an actual composite ply, 
the three mechanisms are independent from each other and the weakest link model can be used to model 
the interactions among them, as shown in equation (8) 

� �, , , 1max .ft max kin pP k liB s tf f f ff 	� (8)
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where the two components in the brackets are the damage from fatigue and creep, respectively.  

4.4 Mechanism coupling 
The previously discussed interactive relations are some special cases in the variety of actual relations. It is 
absolutely impossible that the three relationships can cover all kinds of interactions in practice. In lots of 
other situations, mechanisms are coupled together, which means that the presence of one mechanism will 
exert influence on the others. In these situations, it is hard to obtain general approaches to model the 
synergistic effects among the coupled mechanisms and an ad hoc analysis should be performed for each 
case. To start with, one has to understand the way in which mechanisms are coupled. Often the couplings 
are caused by the change of driving conditions of one mechanism due to the affections from other 
mechanisms. For example, the wear of materials will deteriorate their strengths and in turn affect the 
fatigue life under cyclic loads. Once the coupling mechanism is understood, appropriate models can be 
derived accordingly. 

5. Conclusions 
In this paper, a problem with existed failure mechanism modeling methodologies about their inability to 
incorporate the interactions of mechanisms into the models is raised. In the face of this problem, a 
framework for failure behavior modeling is presented in this paper. Taking the interactions of mechanisms 
into consideration, the framework can yield a more a comprehensive model for failure regularities. The two 
fundamental steps in the framework, modeling of failure mechanisms and modeling of interactive relations 
are also discussed in details. Three commonly utilized approaches to failure mechanism modeling, the 
pure-empirical, the pure-theoretical and the semi-empirical approaches are presented with illustrative 
examples. Four frequently encountered interactive relations are also reviewed and illustrated with 
examples. 
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